<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FOREIGN PROJECTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | IRCON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
2ND BHAIROB BRIDGE PROJECT  
CHAR CHARTALA,  
NEAR SILO JETTY,  
OLD FERRY GHAT,  
ASHUGANJ,  
ON DHACA SYLHET HIGHWAY,  
P.O.ASHUGANJ  
DISTT.ASHUGANJ,  
BANGLADESH-3402, |
| 2 | IRCON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
KHULNA MONGLA PORT RAIL LINK PROJE  
2ND FLOOR, HOUSE NO.150,  
ROAD NO.9, PHASE I,  
SONADANGA, KHULNA  
BANGLADESH-9100, |
| 3 | THE PROJECT DIRECTOR,  
IRCON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
BLOCK 3A, LEVEL 9, PLAZA SENTRAL,  
JALAN STESEN SENTRAL  
KUALA LUMPUR SENTRAL-50470  
MALAYSIA.  
TEL. 0060 3-27117543/23010900 |
| 4 | IRCON INTERNATIONAL LTD  
H.N.12 (21),KINROSS AVENUE  
COLOMBO-04  
SRILANKA |
| 5 | IRCON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
C.O.MR.KHECCA ABDEL HAKIM,  
2EME ETAGE (2 FLOOR)  
COOPERATIVE ZOUATNA,  
AIN SOLTAN NO 53,  
KOUBA 16050, ALGER,  
ALGERIA  
MOB 0561652571, 00213 7 72 84  
66 11 .05 55 075938 |
| 6 | IRCON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
MAJUBA RAIL PROJECT,  
JAMES STREET NO.4,ERMELO-2350  
SOUTH AFRICA  
TELEFAX NO:+27178111656 |
| 7 | IRCON INTERNATIONAL LIMITED  
RAILWAY SIGNALING PROJECT ISD-DSN.  
NAAZ HOUSE CINEMA HALL PARA,  
HOSPITAL ROAD,PS-CHUADANGA,  
DISTT-CHUADANGA.  
PIN 7200,BANGLADESH |